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Abstract: In this study the sensorial performances of a four-channel quartz crystal 
microbalance implemented on a single quartz plate are reported and compared with those of 
four independent quartz crystal microbalances. Particular attention has been devoted to both 
cross talk in responses and sensor sensitivity. A recently synthesized nanostructured 
polymer, poly[phenylacetylene-(co-2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)], has been used as 
chemical interactive material. The interactions of our sensor system with relative humidity 
are also reported. The multichannel device shows a better homogeneity of the mass 
sensitivity with a spread of the values less then 4% compared to a 50% spread observed in 
the set of four microbalances. 

Keywords: multichannel quartz crystal microbalance, chemical sensors, nanostructured 
polymers. 

 

1. Introduction 

The quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is one of the widely used chemical sensors in gas sensing 
for medical, environmental and food applications [1-3]. A fundamental role in chemical sensors is 
played by the transducer used for transforming the physical-chemical events into electrical signals. 
Important characteristics like sensitivity and resolution happen to be very influenced by the transducer 
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properties. In the present work, a different strategy in the transducer design has been adopted to 
minimize the spread of the above mentioned characteristics in a set of identically assumed QCMs. 

A QCM consists of a single AT-cut quartz crystal oscillating in thickness shear mode. In sensory 
applications, the couple of electrodes providing the alternating electric field driving the oscillation are 
typically coated with a chemical interactive material (CIM) able to bind chemically different 
compounds, both in liquid and in gas phase. The interactions of volatile compounds with CIM induces 
a frequency decrease in the quartz oscillation proportional to the adsorbed mass, according to the 
Sauerbrey’s equation [4] 
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where Δf is the frequency shift caused by the variation of the adsorbed mass (Δm), Cf is the mass 

sensitivity constant, A is the area of the electrodes and f0 is the fundamental resonant frequency. The 
sensor properties, in particular its mass-sensitivity 
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depend on the chemical characteristics of the CIM coating [5], i.e. its ability to differently adsorb 
several substances, and on the physical properties of the crystal plate (i.e. the square of the resonant 
frequency).  

Features like sensor reproducibility and accuracy are related to the morphological properties of the 
coating and to crystal surface. As shown in several works [6,7], the reproducibility in the response of a 
nominally identical QCM set is strongly dependent on the deposition technique of the CIM. Even 
tuning the deposition process, the responses of each QCM show a non homogeneous behavior due to 
the intrinsic differences between each quartz plate. In particular, the different roughness of the quartz 
plate surfaces caused by lapping and polishing processes could induce a different behavior of the 
deposited CIM. In fact, the sensor response strongly depends on the CIM active surface area and 
morphology. Moreover, even slight differences in the cut angle of each quartz plate may induce the 
QCM set to have different temperature behavior and/or long term stability. In the last years, several 
studies have shown the possibility to implement sensors based on a multichannel quartz crystal 
microbalance (MQCM), in which an array of resonators is built on a single quartz crystal plate [8,9]. In 
such a device, an arbitrary n couples of electrodes (n channels) are deposited on a single quartz plate in 
order to confine the mechanical oscillations driven by each channel almost completely in a region near 
the channel itself. In this way, the mass changes relative to a channel produce an oscillation shift not 
interfering with the other channels. Thus, the channel-to-channel interference and the channel-to-
channel mass sensitivity are minimized by depositing the n channels in order to behave as n 
independent microbalances. 

Polymers are widely used to prepare self-assembled nano-structured materials for their greater 
synthetic flexibility in comparison with inorganic ones (e.g. titania, silica) and for the feasibility of 
chemical synthesis procedures producing monodisperse nanospheres with controlled dimensions: these 
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nanostructured materials find application in optical and electronic devices, sensors and bio-sensors 
[10]. In sensor technology the nanostructure of these CIMs enhances the capability of gas detection 
and the dynamic range of the sensor. This is mainly due to both the higher active surface area and its 
highly ordered morphology [11-13]. 

2. Results and Discussion 

In this study the possibility to implement a sensor based on four QCMs laying on the same quartz 
plate has been exploited in order to minimize the inhomogeneities in CIM behavior depending on the 
piezoelectric substrate. The sensing unit has been implemented by evaporating four chromium-gold 
electrodes on both surfaces of a 160 µm thickness and 14 mm diameter quartz plate having a 
fundamental oscillation frequency of 10 MHz. By means of subsequent additive gold evaporations 
each electrode has shown a different thickness, resulting in distinct oscillation frequencies, always 
lower than that of the blank quartz. The geometry of each electrode has been tuned in order to keep 
most of the vibrational energy near to the region of the electrodes (energy trapping) and their area has 
been taken below the Bechmann’s number, so that the responses of the anharmonic overtones are 
negligible [14]. With this particular design and optimizing the distance between the electrodes [15], it 
is possible to maintain the channel-to-channel interference at a very low level. 

 

 

Figure 1. The prototype of a MQCM layed on a single  
quartz plate used for the electrical characterization. 

 
The implemented MQCM (Figure 1) is a four-ports network, characterized by a scattering matrix, 

representing the reflected and transmitted powers at each port, in the frequency domain. In this way, 
the network is fully characterized by knowing the 10 independent coefficients, Sij. 

The outline of the scattering matrix measurements is depicted in Figure 2. The Sij parameters have 
been measured by a network analyzer (Agilent Technologies E5061A), exciting the jth port with a 
driving power in the frequency range of interest and reading the reflected power on the ith port. 
Contemporarily, the remaining two ports have been closed with the internal adapting impedance of the 
instrument, i.e. 50Ω. 
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Figure 2. Outline of the scattering coefficients measurements for the MQCM device, represented as a 
four-ports network (on the left). The scattering matrix (on the right) is characterized by 10  

independent parameters, since the matrix is reciprocal (i.e. sij=sji when i≠j). 

 

 

Figure 3. Moduli of the reflection parameters of the four ports network corresponding to the MQCM. 

 

 

Figure 4. Moduli of the transmission parameters of the  
four ports network corresponding to the MQCM. 
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The resulting scattering parameters are plotted in Figure 3 and 4. The absolute values of the 

reflection parameters point out the good separation of the four channels in the frequency range of 
interest, while the moduli of the transmission parameters, showing typical values of less than -60 dB, 
indicate the low existing channel-to-channel crosstalk, always less than -40 dB [16]. This result 
ensures that the channels oscillate almost independently on each others. 

In order to test the characteristics of the MQCM transducer a chemical sensor has been 
implemented utilizing a new semiconducting co-polymer, namely poly [phenylacetylene-(co-2-
hydroxyethyl methacrylate)] (P(PA/HEMA)), synthesized in the form of monodispersed nanospheres. 
The use of different reaction conditions during the synthesis of this co-polymer allows to modulate 
dimension, polydispersity and superficial charge of the beads [17]. In Figure 5 it is shown the chemical 
structure of the P(PA/HEMA) and the morphological aspect of the polymer film as seen at SEM. The 
use of a polar co-monomer (HEMA), which provides the stability of the nanospheres in water, and a 
hydrophobic polymer (PA), allows to produce a co-polymer with charged surface and hydroxyl groups 
on the particles surface. These properties of the nanospheres improve their adhesion on substrates, the 
high order of wide domains of CIM coating and the capability to bind polar molecules. The resulting 
chemical sensor has been tested at different relative humidity values. 

 

 

Figure 5. Chemical structure of P(PA/HEMA) (a). Morphology of the  
nanostructured polymer film used as CIM as seen at SEM (b). 

 
To implement the sensing unit, different masses of an aqueous solution of the nano-structured 

polymer P(PA/HEMA) have been deposited on the four channels of the MQCM and on four single 
QCM by casting technique. Once the solvent has evaporated, a thin film of the material has remained 
on the substrate. According to Sauerbrey’s equation (1), the different masses of the deposited polymer 
cause different frequency shifts as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Frequency shift (Δf=f-f0) caused by the CIM deposition onto single  
QCM sensors (a) and MQCM channels (b). f is the resonant frequency after the  

deposition and f0 is the fundamental resonant frequency. 

3. Experimental 

The measurements have been performed in a sealed chamber, where a mass flow controller system 
has set the desired relative humidity values by mixing a dry and humid loaded stream of nitrogen. The 
chamber temperature has been also monitored and recorded. The sensors have been driven by a 
suitable oscillator circuit, in the modified Colpitts configuration. The output frequency values have 
been measured with an universal frequency counter (Racal Dana HR 1991, resolution 0.1 Hz) and 
transmitted through IEEE 488 interface to a PC unit. The MQCM sensor and the set of four QCMs 
have been characterized at different relative humidity values. 

In order to better compare the sensitivities of the MQCM to the four QCM sensors, measurements 
have been performed in a range of 5% to 50% of relative humidity. Here the response of the sensors is 
linear and their sensitivities, as defined in (2), are constant. The dependence of the shift of the resonant 
frequencies of the sensors, Δf, on relative humidity variations are depicted in Figure 7. These values 
have been measured when the adsorption process has been in steady state condition. The response 
curves have shown a linear trend, as expected, while the angular coefficients corresponding to the 
sensitivities of the sensors have been different for both the four QCMs and the MQCM channels. This 
peculiarity is mainly related to the different mass of P(PA/HEMA) deposited on each microbalance 
and slightly depending on physical characteristics of the quartz plates. In fact, by increasing the mass 
of the layer, the number of the sites available for the ad-absorption processes increases too [18]. 
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Figure 7. Responses of the QCM sensors (a) and MQCM channels (b)  
vs. relative humidity variation. Data are fitted by straight lines with angular  

coefficients representing the sensitivity of each sensor, see (2). 

 

Figure 8. Normalized responses of the QCM sensors (a)  
and MQCM channels (b) vs. relative humidity variation. 

 
Normalizing each sensor response to its relative deposited mass, i.e. the values of frequency shift, 

Δf, caused by the respective mass loading (Figure 6), it is possible to compare the normalized 
sensitivity for each microbalance (Figure 8). The angular coefficients of the linear fittings represent the 
normalized sensitivities of the sensors. The MQCM channels (b) show the improved homogeneity in 
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the normalized sensitivity compared to the QCM set (a).In the case of the four distinct QCMs the 
normalized sensitivities range from 4·10-4 to 12·10-4 (RH%)-1 with a spread of 50% from the central 
value. Having removed the contribution of the polymer mass, we can assume that this effect is due to 
intrinsic differences in the quartz plate. On the other hand the MQCM device shows an extremely good 
agreement among the normalized sensitivities of different channels, with values ranging from 7.6·10-4 
to 8.2·10-4 (RH%)-1 and a spread of 3.8% from the media. This result is presumably attributed to the 
particular design of the MQCM sensor implemented on a single quartz plate, since the physical 
characteristics originating from the quartz substrate are the same for each channel.  

4. Conclusions 

A multichannel quartz crystal microbalance consisting of four resonators laid on a single quartz 
plate has been fabricated. This device has been electrically characterized and has shown hi quality 
performances in terms of channel-to-channel separation. Subsequently, it has been coated with a new 
semiconducting polymer, P(PA/HEMA), synthesized in form of nanostructured spheres and then its 
sensory properties have been compared with those of four separate quartz crystal microbalances. The 
MQCM exhibits a very good agreement for the values of the normalized mass sensitivity respect to the 
variations of relative humidity, compared to those of the set of QCMs. 

An important feature of the small spread in the sensitivity is an enhancement of the accuracy 
parameter and an easier calibration procedure. Moreover, problems that could arise during the CIM 
deposition processes on MQCM transducer are minimized and the performances of the sensor remain 
substantially unaltered. Finally both reduced dimension, mass and limited power consumption make it 
appealing in aerospace, automotive and medical applications. 
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